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Jurisdiction of the Jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court:Supreme Court:

Court has some Court has some original jurisdictionoriginal jurisdiction over over 
certain types of cases, usually dependent certain types of cases, usually dependent 
upon the parties involved.upon the parties involved.
Most cases are those of Most cases are those of appellate appellate 
jurisdictionjurisdiction, and mostly in cases , and mostly in cases 
questioning the questioning the ““constitutionalityconstitutionality”” of a law of a law 
or act of governmentor act of government
The court only hears between 80The court only hears between 80--100 cases 100 cases 
each year!each year!



Selecting Court CasesSelecting Court Cases
The Court will watch cases from The Court will watch cases from 
lower courts and issue lower courts and issue writs of writs of 
certioraricertiorari ((certscerts) to call for cases ) to call for cases 
to be heardto be heard
Petitions will be offered by either Petitions will be offered by either 
side for appealside for appeal---- these are reviewed these are reviewed 
to determine whether they will be to determine whether they will be 
heard (heard (rule of 4rule of 4))
Thousands are proposed, less then Thousands are proposed, less then 
100 are accepted100 are accepted



Reasons for Court Reasons for Court 
Denial:Denial:

Person challenging Person challenging 
must have been must have been 
harmedharmed
Will not offer Will not offer 
advisory opinionsadvisory opinions
Will not respond to Will not respond to 
moot questionsmoot questions
Will not resolve Will not resolve 
““politicalpolitical”” questionsquestions



The Process:The Process:

BriefsBriefs are filed by each side and the are filed by each side and the 
case is placed on the case is placed on the docketdocket
Judges hear cases in 7 sittings in 2 Judges hear cases in 7 sittings in 2 
week periods.week periods.
Each side has only 30 minutes to Each side has only 30 minutes to 
argue its case before the courtargue its case before the court
A A ConferenceConference is held on Fridays to is held on Fridays to 
decide the casedecide the case-- in secretin secret-- and vote and vote 
is taken (majority rule)is taken (majority rule)



Writing The Writing The OpinionOpinion::
This is the courts written response This is the courts written response 
and interpretation of the caseand interpretation of the case
Majority OpinionMajority Opinion:  decision and :  decision and 
reasons for that decisionreasons for that decision
Concurring OpinionConcurring Opinion:  votes with the :  votes with the 
majority, but for different reasonsmajority, but for different reasons
Dissenting OpinionDissenting Opinion:  those who voted :  those who voted 
against the decisionagainst the decision



Several Factors Can Several Factors Can 
Influence the Supreme CourtInfluence the Supreme Court

Ruling on Ruling on PrecedentPrecedent--
traditiontradition-- to maintain to maintain 
common lawcommon law
Judicial RestraintJudicial Restraint vs. vs. 
Judicial ActivismJudicial Activism
Public opinionPublic opinion……
Checks and Checks and 
BalancesBalances……



Judicial ReviewJudicial Review

The power of the court to declare a The power of the court to declare a 
law or action of government law or action of government 
unconstitutionalunconstitutional
This is the most significant power This is the most significant power 
when it comes to checks and balanceswhen it comes to checks and balances
This power is implied in the This power is implied in the 
Constitution, but was established in Constitution, but was established in 
the prominent court case, the prominent court case, MarburyMarbury
v. Madisonv. Madison




